
COMPLEX PROPOSAL PROCEDURES CHECKLIST 
FOR PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS 

1. 3+ MONTHS OUT:

☐ Notify Office of Research Development (ORD) (ord@central.uh.edu) and Office of 
Contracts and Grants-Pre-Award (OCG) (bbmull@central.uh.edu) of interest in an 
opportunity; a primary research administrator (RA) will be assigned 

☐ Coalesce team with ORD 

- Determine team members as soon as possible 

- Set the focus of the proposal -  the objectives 

☐ Establish regular team meeting times with ORD 

- It is best have regular, set meetings from the time of project conception up until 
submission of the proposal 

- If the project team is more than five people, ask 3-5 members to serve as a core 
group to keep the larger group organized and informed 

- Communication is key! Be sure the whole team is kept apprised of the proposal-
development progress and decisions. 

☐ Set internal proposal deadline date with ORD 

- Set an internal deadline that is at least 1 week before the sponsor deadline 

- All proposal materials should be completed by this deadline 

☐ Create a proposal timeline with dates (based on this checklist) with ORD 

- This timeline should be followed as strictly as possible 

2. 6+ WEEKS OUT:

☐ Send proposal body out for external review (via ORD), if appropriate ____________ 

- If a draft of the proposal body is ready 6+ weeks before the sponsor deadline, 
ORD can arrange for an external review (by experts at other institutions) 

3. 4+ WEEKS OUT:

☐ Finalize cost share (if required by the sponsor) with ORD _____________ 

- Submit all information regarding cost share (amounts, sources, etc.) to Dr. Mary 
Ann Ottinger, the Associate Vice President for Research 

- OCG-Pre-Award will be kept apprised 

☐ Finalize IDC with OCG-Pre-Award ____________ 

4. 3+ WEEKS OUT:

☐ Send proposal body to ORD for internal review _____________ 

- ORD will review and assist with polishing the proposal body (i.e., project narrative) 
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5. 2 WEEKS OUT:  

☐ Finalize PI, co-PIs/co-Is, and sub-recipients with OCG-Pre-Award _________ 

- Sub-recipients include anyone who is receiving funds and/or from whom a 
commitment letter is needed, i.e., any consultants, paid/unpaid collaborators, 
and partners  

☐ Finalize credit splits with OCG-Pre-Award _________ 

☐ Ensure that budget/budget justifications have been received for review (including sub-
recipients’ budgets) by OCG-Pre-Award ____________ 

☐ Submit any individual budgets (funds to be controlled via a child cost center; totals must 
match overall project budget) to OCG-Pre-Award ____________ 

☐ Request letters of support from President, Provost, Vice President for Research, etc. via 
ORD 

- Draft the letter for the person from whom you are requesting support 

- ORD can assist with getting the signatures 

☐ Address any IP/licensing issues with Office of Intellectual Property Management (OIPM) 
(nadavis3@central.uh.edu), inform OCG-Pre-Award 

☐ Address any compliance issues (IACUC, IRB, COI, required training) with the Office of 
Research Policies, Compliance and Committees (ORPCC) (kmrochfo@central.uh.edu)  

6. 1 WEEK OUT:  

☐ Finalize budget with OCG-Pre-Award 

- No more budget changes allowed! 

☐ Budget reviewed and entered into ERA website or sponsor form by OCG-Pre-Award 

☐ Complete transmittal form and route for approvals with OCG-Pre-Award 

7. 3 DAYS OUT:  

☐ Transmittal approved (required for submission) 

☐ Have all documents except proposal body finalized and to OCG-Pre-Award! 

- OCG-Pre-Award will commence with final review of the proposal with the 
exception of the proposal narrative, which must be finalized the day before the 
sponsor deadline 

8. 1 DAY OUT:  

☐ Final review and submission by OCG-Pre-Award 

- Proposal body (narrative) finalized by this day. No more changes will be 
accepted! 

- Your RA will do a final check that proposal is in compliance with sponsor 
guidelines and submit the proposal. 
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